
WILL JK ROWLING WRITE ANOTHER HARRY POTTER SERIES OF

BOOKS

you news of a new book about Harry Potter or another play starring his Wizarding World J.K. Rowling, there will not be
another Harry Potter.

I mean god damn, Rowling is literal rolling in cash. Not to mention, there is always plenty of Harry Potter
stories to read, fun quizzes to take, and swag to shop for on Pottermore. Even following Rowling on Twitter is
like being immersed in the Wonderful Wizarding World, complete with writing advice, character insight,
myth debunking, adaptation news, and plenty of magical inspiration. To no one's surprise, tickets for Cursed
Child are nearly impossible to get, but Bustle has all the details on how to purchase yours so you don't miss
out on what Rowling says is the last story for Harry Potter. So sad isn't it? I mean excuse my french but god
damn. But the question is, will there be another Harry Potter movie made in our lifetime? And, guys, the
living legend herself J. JK Rowling, who is not writing any new Harry Potter novels Instead, the books are
more like exhibition catalogues, with pictures of items from the British Library's collection and some of the
original drafts from Rowling and Harry Potter illustrator Jim Kay. Yes indeed. Daniel Radcliffe as Harry
Potter That hasn't stopped fans around the world getting excited about the promise of two new books coming
in October, both of which have "Harry Potter" in the title. Rowling is definitely cooking a up story for us. Both
will "explore the subjects studied at Hogwarts", but there will be no new story lines about Harry, Ron or
Hermione, and no new material written by Rowling herself. And thank goodness she left those gaps, because
the Fantastic Beasts character development is absolutely gorgeous. It was at the Broadway opening of her play
Harry Potter And The Cursed Child which follows the adventures of Harry's son Albus that Rowling answered
the question we've all been asking: will there be another in the series? I dont think so. And, if all else fails, you
can always marathon all the OG movies from the comfort of your own home via the televisual medium of
your choice. Those schools have stories too. However, the spin-off films introduce new stories and adventures,
and give a back story to many mysterious characters you never knew you needed to know about. She is
expanding the world of Harry Potter with diversity. But, contrary to reports, neither are by JK Rowling. In ,
she told Potterheads "Harry is done now," with the publication of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child though
two years later, many of us were clearly still holding our breaths. I know she likes to take a brake and write
mystery novels but she always comes back with the wonderful Potter. While some are very excited at the
prospect of " new Harry Potter books released by JK Rowling ", others are wearisome of the annual release of
Potter-based material from the author's camp. They're also great for completely hungover minds, just FYI.


